MotoTech Solutions Launches Flagship Product ÂPivotPegzÂ At Dealer
Expo 2004
MotoTech Solutions, Inc. unveiled their flagship product ÂPivotPegzÂ (www.pivotpegz.com)
today at the 36th Annual Dealernews International Powersports Dealer Expo. PivotPegz
(formerly RidgeBack PivotPegz) are the only off-road motorcycle footpeg on the market that
combine strength and durability with technical innovation to create a footpeg that improves
stability and riding performance.
(PRWEB) February 13, 2004 --MotoTech Solutions, Inc. unveiled their flagship product ÂPivotPegzÂ (
www.pivotpegz.com) today at the 36th Annual Dealernews International Powersports Dealer Expo. PivotPegz
(formerly RidgeBack PivotPegz) are the only off-road motorcycle footpeg on the market that combine strength
and durability with technical innovation to create a footpeg that improves stability and riding performance.
Available in both stainless steel and titanium, PivotPegz offer the consumer unparalleled performance at a
competitive price.
ÂPivotPegz are designed to increase grip and enhance riding performance.Â, said James Scala, MotoTech
Solutions President. "By providing comfort, stability, strength and the unique natural pivoting motion, off-road
motorcycle riders will immediately gain an advantage in competition.Â
Developed with the assistance of top international motocross riders, PivotPegz overcome the disadvantages
found on standard pegs by using a patented design that allows the peg to tilt forward and backward with the
natural motion of the riderÂs foot. The pivoting motion coupled with the unique grip pattern of the teeth
provides the rider with a stable and naturally conforming ride. ÂWhen we decided to manufacture PivotPegz
we knew we had a solid product that would revolutionize the off-road motorcycle footpeg market.Â, stated
Scala. ÂOnce the rider rides a bike with a pair of PivotPegz they immediately feel more in sync with the bike
and gain the confidence needed for a competitive edge.Â
PivotPegz are manufactured in the U.S.A and are available in stainless steel and titanium. MotoTech Solutions
is the exclusive manufacturer and US distributor. Distributors have been established in Alaska, Canada, Europe,
and Australia.
MotoTech Solutions, Inc. is a leader in innovative off-road motorcycle product manufacturing. MotoTech
Solutions is based in El Dorado Hills, CA.
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Contact Information
John Christy
MOTOTECH SOLUTIONS, INC.
http://www.pivotpegz.com
1-800-472-3823
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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